How can we best provide spiritual leadership to those who are not members of our religious or spiritual tradition?

How can we best navigate the complexities of religious diversity within the bureaucracy of higher education?

How can we embed religious and spiritual literacy within broader conversations about diversity and inclusion?
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

CREATE AND FACILITATE YOUR OWN FAITH ZONE WORKSHOPS ON RELIGIOUS LITERACY

BECOME A SPIRITUAL CRISIS RESPONDER FOR MEMBERS OF ALL RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL GROUPS ON CAMPUS

ADVOCATE FOR RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL GROUPS WITHIN A COMPLEX UNIVERSITY STRUCTURE

DEVELOP CURRICULA AND PROGRAMS TO FACILITATE A VIBRANT MULTIFAITH COMMUNITY ON CAMPUS

FEATURED FACULTY

DR. CHELSEA CLINTON  
CO-FOUNDER, NYU OF MANY INSTITUTE FOR MULTIFAITH LEADERSHIP

DR. JAMES FRASER  
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AND EDUCATION, NYU

REV. DR. CHARLES L. HOWARD  
UNIVERSITY CHAPLAIN, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

IMAM KHALID LATIF  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ISLAMIC CENTER AT NYU

DR. LINDA G. MILLS  
CO-FOUNDER, NYU OF MANY INSTITUTE FOR MULTIFAITH LEADERSHIP

RABBI YEHUDA SARNA  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BRONFMAN CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDENT LIFE AT NYU

DR. JOHN SEXTON  
PRESIDENT EMERITUS, NYU

YAEL SHY, ESQ.  
SENIOR DIRECTOR, NYU OFFICE OF GLOBAL SPIRITUAL LIFE

DR. SIMRAN JEET SINGH  
HENRY R. LUCE FELLOW FOR RELIGION IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR RELIGION AND MEDIA

DR. VARUN SONI  
DEAN OF RELIGIOUS LIFE, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

DR. G. GABRIELLE STARR  
PRESIDENT, POMONA COLLEGE

— AND MORE!

FOR MORE INFO AND TO APPLY, PLEASE SEARCH “LEADING SPIRITUAL DIVERSITY” ON NYU.EDU
PROGRAM DATES
JUNE 18 THROUGH JUNE 21, 2018
9 AM TO 5 PM
NEW YORK CITY

EARLY REGISTRATION ENDS
JANUARY 31, 2018

FINAL REGISTRATION DEADLINE
MARCH 14, 2018

PROGRAM COST

| IF YOU REGISTER BY JANUARY 31, 2018 | $2,000 |
| IF YOU REGISTER BY MARCH 14, 2018  | $2,650 |

$200 DEPOSIT DUE AT REGISTRATION. TUITION INCLUDES DAILY BREAKFAST AND LUNCH, BUT DOES NOT INCLUDE LODGING OR TRAVEL. LIMITED FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE. PLEASE DIRECT QUESTIONS TO SARA AEDER AT SARA.AEDER@NYU.EDU. THIS PROGRAM IS GENEROUSLY SUPPORTED BY A GRANT FROM THE HENRY LUCE FOUNDATION.

ABOUT THE OF MANY INSTITUTE
The Of Many Institute for Multifaith Leadership is a pioneering initiative devoted to educating and inspiring religious and spiritual leaders to utilize multifaith dialogue and service as a force for positive social change. Started in 2012 by Chelsea Clinton, Khalid Latif, Linda Mills, and Yehuda Sarna, The Of Many Institute is home to all multifaith resources and programs on campus at NYU. In addition to regular programming and events, Of Many offers nationally-recognized educational tools. Please visit NYU.edu/spiritual-life to learn more.